Getting Started
The Complete Guide to Maximizing Your Subscription

Dear Investor,
If you are reading this letter, you have decided to subscribe to The Bowser Report.
I am very excited to have you on board, and you are probably excited to get
started. After all, you have taken the first step towards being a successful penny
stock investor. Our entire system is structured to ensure you have the best
possible chance of success, and we have stood by that system for almost 40
years.
This document will introduce you to our way of doing things and provide you with
resources necessary to succeed. Through this booklet, you’ll learn the very
basics, like how to access content, and the less basic, like how we pick our
Companies of the Month.
I have been the publisher of The Bowser Report for almost ten years. My whole goal
as publisher is to help you, the penny stock investor, find and profit on unique penny
stocks. To further this goal, The Bowser Report is now more accessible than ever
with online access, regular emails and even a member forum. However, The
Bowser Report is not a quick-get-rich scheme. We preach a methodical approach
to long-term investing in companies that have true and growing value. Only by
recognizing that value and growth potential take time to mature will you be
successful.
I hope you enjoy The Bowser Report. I hope you have a fulfilling investing
experience. And, I hope you make money.
Happy investing,

Thomas Rice
Publisher

thomas@thebowserreport.com
(757) 877---5979
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What’s Included
Monthly Newsletter—The Bowser Report
The monthly newsletter is the cornerstone of our services. Published online on
the Friday following the second Thursday of each month, the monthly report
features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An interest article on the front page;
A monthly overview of the stock market;
A new Company of the Month recommendation (see below);
A table of previous recommendations under $3 per share;
A table of previous recommendations over $3, and those we’ve
recommended to sell;
A table of recent insider transactions;
Buckaroos Speak (see below);
The Beginner’s Portfolio (see below);
A table of recent earnings reports;
A Notes by the Editor section; and
Press releases from our current recommendations.

Key Features
Company of the Month: This section details our latest recommendation.
We review the company’s business, its financials, its insiders and our
outlook for the stock.
Buckaroos Speak: Max Bowser started the tradition of referring to our
subscribers as “Buckaroos.” This section of the newsletter gives us a
chance to respond to subscriber questions and comments. We reprint what
was said, who said it and our response.
Beginner’s Portfolio: The Beginner’s Portfolio is a hypothetical portfolio
that we started in September 2001 to provide subscribers with an example
of what a properly managed Bowser portfolio looks like. We follow the
Game Plan exactly and offer explanations for why we made each move to
help you understand how to run your portfolio.

Weekly Updates—The Bowser Report Weekly
Weekly updates are a new addition to our list of services. This feature keeps you
up--- to---date with our recommendations between newsletters. Published each
weekend, the weekly updates feature:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Weekly price updates for each of the stocks currently in the monthly
newsletter, including last week’s price, the current price and the
percentage difference, as well as the company’s Bowser Rating;
A review of the markets over the past week, including gains/losses and
how they compare to the Bowser companies as a whole;
Company headlines that keep you up---to---date with what our
companies reported in the past week;
Upcoming dates to keep you aware of what is coming up for The
Bowser Report and for our companies;
Bowser Notes, which provides you with any other relevant information; and
Insider trading to keep you abreast of changes in holdings.

Mover Alerts
Mover alerts are quick simple emails that are sent after the market closes if any
of our recommendation make a significant daily move or hit a significant
milestone. The updates feature the closing price, the percentage change, the
daily volume and any press releases or SEC filings for that company on that day.

The Bowser Database

(SEPARATE SUBSCRIPTION REQUIRED)

The Database has been around for quite some time and is available separate
from our other offerings. Published quarterly, this database of companies is
available via single issue ($25) or annual subscription ($79). The Database is
emailed each January, April, July and October.
The Bowser Database features over 10 fields of information on over 300 nano---cap
to small-cap companies. Each listing includes the company’s name, exchange,
symbol, long-term debt, book value, trailing twelve-month (ttm) revenue, ttm
earnings, shares outstanding, Bowser Rating, earnings date and contact
information.
Perfect for investors looking to expand their own portfolio, we often use this
document to track companies that don’t quite meet the qualifications for
Company of the Month.
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Content Schedule
The Bowser Report is an online newsletter. Printed copies are available for an
extra charge, but the bulk of our content is solely available online. The most
convenient way to receive the content is via email. You’ll want to be sure that
you are on our email list. When you subscribed there was a check box to
receive email alerts. If you are unsure of whether or not you’re on the list, email
customerservice@thebowserreport.com.
The following is our schedule for regular content:
•
•

Weekly Updates – published each Monday before the market opens (9:30
a.m. Eastern)
Monthly Newsletter – published the Friday after the second Thursday of the
month

We also send the following content on an as needed basis:
•
•
•

Mover Alerts – published when one of our Companies of the Month makes
a significant move (usually 10%+ on significant volume and/or news)
Historical Review – published each March
The Bowser Database (separate subscription required) – published
quarterly (February, May, August, November).
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Accessing the Website
Now that you’re familiar with the content schedule, let’s talk about how to get
your hands on that content. Again, the most convenient way to access the
newest content is via email. If you are unsure if you are on the email list, please
email customerservice@thebowserreport.com.
To access recent content and back issues through the website, follow the
instructions below.
1. Open your web browser and visit https://thebowserreport.com/
2. From the homepage, click the Log In button in the upper right corner
(reference image below)

3. Once you are on the Log In page, enter the username and password you
created when you set up your account (during checkout); if you can’t
remember your credentials, click the Lost Password link below the Log In
button (reference image below).
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4. If you have further trouble, please email
customerservice@thebowserreport.com. If you make too many attempts
to sign in with the incorrect credentials, you will be locked out of the
website for 24 hours. This is an automated security procedure to prevent
cyber-attacks.
5. Once you enter your credentials and click the Log In button, you’ll
automatically be directed to the Subscriber Section (reference image
below).

6. At the top of the page, you’ll see:
a. The most recent Monthly Newsletter. Click the title of the most
recent newsletter to access this content. To view back issues, click
the Visit the Newsletter Archive link (circled in green above);
b. The most recent Weekly Update. Click the title of the most recent
weekly update to access this content. To view back issues, click
the Visit the Weekly Update Archive link (circled in blue above);
c. The Forums. Click the Visit the Forums link (circled in red above).
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How to Get Started
Now that you know what content we publish and how to access it, you probably
want to get started.
1. The first thing you’ll want to do is make sure you have a brokerage set
up. If you do not, we recommend reading our blog post on selecting the
right brokerage for you: Which brokerage is right for you in a zero
commission market?
2. If you already have a brokerage account set up, or while you are setting
up your brokerage account, we recommend:
a. Familiarize yourself with the Bowser Game Plan (read more on
page 7). We also published a YouTube video to walk you through
this strategy: VIDEO: The Bowser Game Plan.
b. Read through the most recent newsletter. This will give you an
idea of how we structure our content.
c. On an ongoing basis, check out the Weekly Updates, which
provide news and insights on our featured companies
3. Once your brokerage account is set up, begin looking for companies that
you are interested in investing in. We recommend starting with the most
recent Company of the Month and then looking in Categories 1 and 2 on
page 4 to build out your portfolio.
a. NOTE: Ensure you are purchasing equal dollar or share amounts
of each company to DIVERSIFY. It can take a year or more to
build a full portfolio of 12 to 18 recommendations.
4. When you begin investing, continue to track your holdings and other
possible investments through the monthly and weekly Bowser content.
a. OPTIONAL: Use the Bowser Portfolio Tracker to track your
holdings. Check out our YouTube video on this free tool: VIDEO:
The Bowser Report FREE Portfolio Tracker.
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The Bowser Game Plan
The Bowser Game Plan is the bread and butter of The Bowser Report. It is
where all of the great stock ideas come together to make you money.
In fact, the Game Plan has been around since the beginning. For decades, it has
provided investors with a no non---sense, objective investment strategy that has
made our subscribers quite a bit of money over our 45+ years of existence. Let’s
look at what the plan consists of and how to apply it to your investments.
REMINDER: We do have a YouTube video that describes our strategy in detail:
VIDEO: The Bowser Game Plan.
RULE 1: DO NOT PAY MORE THAN $3 PER SHARE FOR A STOCK
There are a couple of reasons for this:
1. Leverage: The lower the price per share the easier it is for the
stock to double; and
2. Low start---up costs: To buy share of Google (GOOG) is over $600. To
buy 200 shares of a $3 is the same cost. You can buy more shares for
less in smaller companies that have more leverage than larger
companies.
Also, be sure to only purchase companies that are (a) profitable and (b) rated 8+.
RULE 2: CREATE A PORTFOLIO OF 12 TO 18 STOCKS
Diversification is essential to the success of your portfolio. Not all of our picks
are going to go up. Some will stay flat, some won’t do well and some will take
off. In a well-diversified portfolio, those that take off will more than make up for
those that don’t do well.
RULE 3: THE SELLING PLAN
•
•
•

PART 1: Sell half when a stock doubles from your original purchase
price. This covers your initial cost and leaves the rest of your holdings in
that company as profits.
PART 2: Sell the remaining half when the stock drops 25% from its
most recent high AFTER DOUBLING. This provides you with a time to
take your profits.
PART 3: Sell all of your holdings when the stock drops 50%
WITHOUT DOUBLING. This is intended to cut your losses when a stock is
in free fall. If the company is still rated above an 8 and is in a higher
category of page 4 (we’ll explain later), you can hold it even if it drops
50%.
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RULE 4: RECORD PROCEEDS FROM SALES
Proceeds from sales are what you make from each sale minus what you paid
for each purchase. To properly evaluate your portfolio, make sure to include
proceeds from sales. Your portfolio evaluation should look like this:
Proceeds from sales + Current portfolio value = Total value
Once you have your total value, you can take the original amount invested and
figure out what your return has been.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
An example of the Game Plan in use is the Beginner’s Portfolio, which is a
mock portfolio found on page 7 of our monthly newsletter.
RULE 1: Each company in the portfolio was purchased for less than $3
per share. The total purchase price is in the cost column of the table on
page 7. To find the cost per share, divide the cost number by the total
number of shares purchased.
RULE 2: There are 18 companies in the portfolio.
RULE 3: We follow the selling plan to the mark, listing each sale in
the “SOLD” section of the table.
RULE 4: Proceeds from sales are calculated on the right-hand side
of the table, then added to the current value which gives the total
value of the portfolio. Then, we calculate the total return based on the
initial amount contributed ($4,766). The Beginner’s Portfolio is selffinancing.
Portfolios run using the Game Plan generally become self-financing. This
means that you will no longer need to contribute additional funds out-ofpocket.
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Does the Game Plan Work?
Yes. While the Bowser Game Plan is not the only successful investment
strategy, it was created with penny stocks particularly in mind. The keys to its
success are:
1. Limiting the price paid per share to ensure you capitalize on the
leverage that penny stocks provide;
2. Implementing a strict selling plan to take profits and cut losses at
predefined levels, removing emotion and freeing up cash to be
invested in other opportunities; and
3. Protecting your assets by ensuring your portfolio is diversified.
For those interested in reading more about the success of the Bowser Game
Plan, check out a study that one of our subscribers conducted covering our
picks from 2017 through 2019: Buy-and-hold vs. the Bowser Game Plan.
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The Companies We Recommend
Part 1: The Bowser Rating System
Our exclusive system creates our first impression of a stock. We rate any and
every company that crosses our desk, providing a quick assessment of a
company and serving to uncover whether we should look further into it, continue
to monitor it or let it fall off our radar.
Thirteen factors comprise the Rating System. Each factor receives a point
(current earnings receives two points). A stock can receive a rating from 0 to 13.
In our experience, most companies fall somewhere between 5 and 10, with a
handful of 11s and 12s.
Let’s look at what factors make up the Bowser Rating:
General Information (5 points total)
1: Business (1 point)
Most companies receive a point for this category. After all, to receive a point,
the company must operate within an industry that is not failing as a
whole.
2: 52-week high price (1 point)
In order to receive a point, the company must be trading at half of its 52-week
high or lower. The basic reason for this is range. We want to know that the
stock can move.
3: Dividend (1 point)
Dividend payments indicate financial strength. However, not all companies can
afford to pay a dividend. So, all companies receive a point for this category,
unless they are paying a dividend that they cannot afford.
4: Average trading volume (1 point)
Volume is an indicator of liquidity (an investors ability to buy and sell shares). To
receive a point, the company must average at least 2,000 shares per day over
the past three months.
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5: Shares outstanding (1 point)
If there are too many shares outstanding, value is spread too thin. Therefore, the
company’s shares outstanding must be no greater than 10% of its annual
sales.
Income Statement (5 points total)
6: Trailing twelve-month sales (1 point)
To ensure that the company has a viable business, it must have at least $5
million in annual sales, which warrants a point.
7: Current quarterly sales (1 point)
Growth is an important aspect of small stocks. In the most recent quarter, did
sales grow year-over-year? That means, compared to the same quarter last
year, were sales higher? If so, the company gets a point.
8: Earnings trend (1 point)
A long-term positive earnings trend shows that the company can consistently
increase profits. If the company’s net income has gone up over the past
three years, it receives a point.
9: Current quarterly earnings (1 point)
Again, growth is important. If the most recent quarter’s net income is
higher than the same quarter in the previous year, the company gets a
point.
10: Current EBITDA (1 point)
While earnings are important, they include certain non-cash factors. As a
result, we consider EBITDA (earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation
and amortization). If the most recent quarter’s EBITDA is higher than the
same quarter in the previous year, the company gets a point.
Balance Sheet (3 points total)
10: Book value (1 point)
Book value is the company’s shareholder equity divided by the number of shares
the stock has outstanding. If a company’s book value is higher than its current
share price, the company is undervalued from a balance sheet standpoint, and
receives a point.
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11: Long---term debt (1 point)
Long-term debt can provide a platform for growth, but it can also cripple a
small company. We want to see debt that is under control. If a company’s
long-term debt represents no more than 10% of its annual sales, it
hasn’t reached crippling levels and warrants a point.
12: Current assets-to-liabilities ratio (1 point)
This ratio is calculated by dividing the total current assets by the total current
liabilities. Known as the current ratio, it shows how many dollars in current
assets the company has for each dollar in current liabilities. In order to receive a
point, the company must have at least $1.80 in current assets for each dollar
of liabilities—or a ratio of 1.8.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
To help you better grasp the Bowser Rating System, let’s take a look at a
recent Company of the Month (February 2021): MIND C.T.I (MNDO).
Starting with the company’s general information, MNDO operates within the
application software industry, which is a growing. The stock has a 52-week high
of $3.23, currently trades at $3.07 and trades 70,310 shares per day on average
(data from February 21, 2021). The company pays a dividend of $0.24/share
annually on $0.26/share in annual earnings with has 19.9 million shares
outstanding.
•
•
•
•
•

Industry not failing: (√)
Stock trading at more than double its 52---week high: (X)
The company pays a dividend that is less than its annual earnings: (√)
70,000+ shares is well over the 2,000 baseline requirement: (√)
19.9 million shares is more than 10% of the company’s annual sales: (X)

Next, let’s look at the company’s income statement. Over the past four quarters
(ending September 30, 2020), MIND C.T.I has generated $24.2 million in sales.
Quarterly sales are down 3.5%. Earnings have fluctuated over the past three
fiscal years with no clear upward trend. Quarterly earnings grew $212,000 and
quarterly EBITDA grew $124,000 in the most recent quarter compared to the
same quarter last year.
•
•
•
•
•

Current sales are over $5 million: (√)
Quarterly sales are down: (X)
The company has no clear upward earnings trend: (X)
Quarterly earnings are up: (√)
Quarterly EBITDA is up: (√)
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Finally, let’s look at the company’s balance sheet. With $21.5 million in
shareholder equity, MNDO has a book value of $1.08. The company has no long--term debt and a current ratio of 3.2.
•
•
•

Book value is less than the current share price: (X)
No long---term debt, which is less than 10% of annual sales: (√)
Current ratio is over 1.8: (√)

Now, take all of the check marks and add them up for the completed
Bowser Rating: 8.
As you can see, MIND C.T.I is a strong company with regard to its Bowser
Rating, scoring 8 of 13 possible points. We consider anything above 8 to be in
buying range.

Part 2: Companies of the Month
The Bowser Rating System is just the introduction. Just because a company is
rated 8, like MIND C.T.I, does not mean that it is fit to be a Company of the
Month. There are a number of other factors that we consider, some of which are
subjective and a few of which are musts for recommendation, which we detail
here.

Profitability
The first factor is profitability. In order to be recommended as a Company of
the Month, THE COMPANY MUST BE PROFITABLE ON A TRAILING
TWELVE MONTH BASIS! After all, an unprofitable company is not making
money. It’s that simple.

Bowser Rating
All Companies of the Month at the time of recommendation are rated 8 or
higher. This ensures that the company is at the very least somewhat strong. In
fact, even if it’s in the newsletter DO NOT BUY A COMPANY RATED BELOW
AN 8.

Insider Holdings
The third factor special to Companies of the Month is insider holdings. If a
company is too good to be true, then why aren’t company insiders holding it? If
the shares soar, so will their profits, right? We don’t have a particular number
here, but there better be a good reason for small company insiders to NOT be
holding the company they manage.
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We look not only at current holdings, but also recent transactions. Who’s buying?
Selling? What prices are they buying/selling at?
Further, we look at who management is. Has the CEO run a business, or at
least helped to run a business before? Is the CFO experienced in the realm
of publicly traded company accounting policies?

Catalysts
Everyone believes his or her business or latest stock idea has some big
catalyst. These are, of course, known as story stocks. Company XYZ has a
new product launching in October. Company ABC will reach FDA approval by
the end of the year.
We like to see catalysts because they drive growth. Don’t get us wrong, however,
we don’t ecommend story stocks. That’s why we need to see evidence by way of
the company’s Bowser Rating, profitability and its track record. How have past
products been received? Does the company have the resources to weather the
development, marketing and distribution of a new product, or will it run up debt
doing so?
--Like we said, this list isn’t comprehensive. There is a lot that goes into selecting a
Company of the Month. We pour over SEC Filings, conference calls, press
releases and try to get management on the phone. We begin each month by
scanning for what’s out there, narrowing that long list down to a short list
(typically 3 to 5 companies) and then from there select the best of those few. It’s
a tiring process, but that’s why you subscribed: we do that dirty work so you
can make money.
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Additional Resources
Investing is complicated, but we’ve tried to simplify it as much as possible
through this getting started guide. That said, you may still have questions and
continued education is a key to your success. Therefore, below are a few
resources to refer to:
•

•
•
•

•

Books by R. Max Bowser (Founder of The Bowser Report). Contact us if
you are interested in obtaining a copy of any of the following:
o Making Dollars with Pennies – Comprehensive guide to The
Bowser Report and the basis behind our newsletter. If you are
interested in one of Max’s books, this is where to start.
o You Can Be a Winner with Our Penny Stock Plan – Essentially an
abridged version of Making Dollars with Pennies.
o Penny Stock Winners – Success stories of our subscribers over the
years.
The Bowser Report blog – We publish informational articles that are
particularly relevant to our subscribers.
The Bowser Report YouTube – We publish informational videos that are
particularly relevant to our subscrbers.
The Bowser Report social media – We publish updates for both
prospective and existing subscribers.
o Facebook
o Instagram
o Twitter
Contact Us – Reach out anytime through our Contact Us page or email
us directly: customerservice@thebowserreport.com. You can also call
(757-877-5979), but we are faster to respond to email.
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Final Thoughts
The Bowser Report is a unique newsletter. While many people subscriber
simply for the Company of the Month, our goal is to go above and beyond
publishing stock picks. Through the details above, I hope you have a
greater understanding of our approach to penny stock investing.
Now, as a subscriber, we have two requests of you:

1. Follow the Game Plan; and
2. BE PATIENT!
If you do those two things, you will be successful like thousands of other
subscribers.
Again, we are very excited you subscribed. Feel free to contact us with any
questions.
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Refund & Cancellation Policy
At The Bowser Report, we stand by our products with a satisfaction guarantee. You may cancel your subscription at any time if you are not satisfied. You may also be
eligible to receive a refund. Familiarize yourself with the policies below before subscribing.
CANCELLATION POLICY:
Effective September 11, 2015.
You may cancel any subscription, including an automatic renewal subscription at any time. To do so, log in to your Bowser online account. Once you are there,
visit your profile page. On the right-hand side, you will see a button to “Cancel Your Membership.” After clicking this button, you will no longer be charged. You will also
lose your access to all Subscriber Benefits.
REFUND POLICY:
Effective September 11, 2015.
Our refund policy varies depending on the subscription that you purchase. We always refund UNPUBLISHED monthly newsletters. An explanation of the refund
policies and refund amounts is below:
- Monthly subscriptions are refundable within the first 7 days after the purchase. After cancelling your subscription, you MUST send an email
to customerservice@thebowserreport.com requesting a refund and providing your account information within the 7-day period. If no request is received
within that time frame, you will not be eligible for a refund. Monthly subscriptions will receive a full refund for the most recent purchase.
- Quarterly subscriptions are refundable within the first 14 days after the purchase. Refunds are for non-published issues only. After cancelling
your subscription, you MUST send an email to customerservice@thebowserreport.com requesting a refund and providing your account information within
the 14-day period. If no request is received within that time frame, you will not be eligible for a refund. Quarterly subscriptions receive $7 per
unpublished monthly newsletter.
- Annual subscriptions are refundable within the first 60 days after the purchase. Refunds are for non-published issues only. After cancelling
your subscription, you MUST send an email to customerservice@thebowserreport.com requesting a refund and providing your account information within
the 60-day period. If no request is received within that time frame, you will not be eligible for a refund. Annual subscriptions receive $6 per
unpublished monthly newsletter.
AUTOMATICALLY RECURRING PAYMENTS FOLLOW THE SAME REFUND POLICY AS THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE.
No exceptions will be made regarding the cancellation and refund policy.

Disclaimer
The Bowser Report LLC ("The Bowser Report" or "the company") is a not licensed brokerage or financial advisor. The information presented is not investment advice.
The content on the company's website (thebowserreport.com), in its monthly newsletter, weekly updates and emails ("the content") is solely for informational
purposes. Neither the information presented nor any statement or expression of opinion, or any other matter herein, directly or indirectly, constitutes a solicitation of the
purchase or sale of any securities.
The owners of The Bowser Report, along with the company's officers, directors, contractors and employees are not licensed broker-dealers, account representatives,
market makers, investment bankers, investment advisors, analysts or underwriters.
The content has been compiled in good faith by The Bowser Report from sources believed to be reliable. The company assumes no liability or responsibility for:
- Errors or omissions in the content;
- Failures, delays, or interruptions in its services or any content;
- Losses or damages arising from the use of the company's content; or
- Conduct by users of The Bowser Report.
The Bowser Report reserves the right to add, modify or delete any information at this website at any time.
The content may contain “forward-looking” statements as defined by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions
of this Act, statements contained herein that look forward in time that include everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that may affect
actual results. There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate and there are a number of important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statements made in this report.
Further specific financial information, filings and disclosures, as well as general investor information about the profiled securities, advice to investors and other investor
resources are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) website (www.sec.gov) and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) website
(www.finra.org).
The Bowser Report undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any statements in its content, whether as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise. In addition to information about securities discussed the content may contain the symbols of securities and/or news feeds or links to websites about
securities that are not directly discussed ("third party content"). Readers are advised that all links and access to third party content is solely for informational purposes.
The Bowser Report, its owners, directors, officers, employees, affiliates and contractors are not responsible for errors and omissions nor does The Bowser
Report control, endorse or guarantee any content found in third party content.
Any opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. In no event shall The Bowser Report, its owners, directors, officers, employees, affiliates and contractors
be liable (jointly or severally) for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of any kind, or any damages whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or
profits, whether or not advised of the possibility of damage, and on any theory of liability, arising out of or in connection with this website. By accessing The Bowser
Report's content, you are agreeing to hold The Bowser Report, its owners, directors, officers, employees, affiliates and contractors harmless and to release them
completely from any and all liability due to any and all losses (monetary or otherwise), damages (monetary or otherwise) or injuries (monetary or otherwise) that you
may incur arising out of the use of the information contained in the content (including any loss or damage of any sort associated with the use of third party content). You
agree that use of the content is at your sole risk.
The Bowser Report disclaims all warranties of any kind, expressed or implied. If any applicable authority holds any portion of this section to be unenforceable, then
liability will be limited to the fullest possible extent permitted by applicable law.
From time-to-time, the owners of The Bowser Report, along with the company's officers, directors, contractors and employees may have positions in the securities it
discusses. The company asks that you always conduct your own research to inform your own investment decisions. The Bowser Report is not compensated by any of
the securities that it discusses in the content. Many of these securities are very risky and should not be considered for investments if you are not willing to lose some or
all of your money. In other words, never invest more than you can afford to lose.
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